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WOMEN ON TOP: As the world celebrated International Women’s Day
on March 8, Guyana was ranked by the UN as being “among very few countries
in the world” that stand above the global average for participation of women in
national legislative bodies, with a whopping 28 per cent of its Members of Cabinet, and another 35.4 per cent of its Parliamentarians being women. Above is
one such outstanding Minister, Susan Rodrigues, who holds the portfolio of
Minister within the Ministry of Housing and Water .

JAMAICA’S COFFEE AS A TOURIST DRAW : The development of cottage industries to support the production of coffee by-products, including beverages,
is one strategy Jamaica can employ to bring more visitors to the island, says ths island’s tourism minister, Edmund Bartlett (above right). He said that Jamaica is in
a“good position”, as the producer of some of the world's finest coffee, to tantalise
the tastebuds of visitors, many of whom come to the island in search of a satisfying
gastronomical experience. He noted that coffee is the most consumed beverage in
the world, with 1.2 billion cups drunk daily, and Jamaica can fulfil a portion of this
demand. “It is possible… for us to develop… cottage industries around coffee, and
we can bring in the players from all over the world in the same way that foodies
travel all over the world [for this experience],” he said.

ON THE SPOT COVERAGE: As Equality continues its committment to
our readers to bring them the very latest news from Guyana and the Caribbean,
we were on the spot for the recently concluded Energy Expo in Georgetown to
keep an eye on the exciting developments in the homeland with the burgeoning
oil and gas sector. Leading our on the spot coverage is publisher Bhaskar
Sharma, pictured here flanked by Kwame Mc Coy, Minister within the Office of
the Prime Minister, and the big man himself, Guyana President Dr Irfaan Ali.
Sharma’s coverage of the very latest developments in Guyana continues inside.
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Oops! Anti-racism Minister wrongly
claims black artist is dead
A Quebec provincial cabinet minister has apologized after mistakenly
saying at an awards ceremony Saturday
that a renowned Black artist was dead.
Benoit Charette, the minister responsible for the fight against racism,
was speaking at the Dynastie Gala,
which celebrates Black artists and performers, when the mistake was made.
Charette was paying tribute to
Black artists who had died in the past
year when he incorrectly included
Lamine Touré's name.
Touré, who owns famed Montreal
venue the Balattou and founded the
Nuits d'Afrique festival, was very much
alive and in attendance — and was set
to be honoured for his work.
Touré and those around him began
to stand up and point to him, calling out
that he was alive. Charette continued to
offer his sympathies, before appearing
to realize his mistake, saying he did not
have his glasses and could not read his
speech well.
In a statement released Monday,
the minister's office apologized, saying
the speech was written in an "ambiguous" way and that "in trying to get out
the speech, he misinterpreted it."
"Contrary to what some report, the
incident became a bit of a joke to most
of the participants, including Mr. Touré,
with whom the minister spoke later in
the evening," it concluded.

Lamine Touré was in attendance when the minister said he was dead

But many aren't laughing, saying it
shows the lack of care the Quebec government takes when approaching relations with the province's Black
communities.
In a statement posted to Facebook
Monday afternoon, the Dynastie Gala
said the comments by the minister "certainly created unease."
"This incident is a reminder of the
unacceptable gap that still separates our
communities," the statement read. "It

demonstrates the urgent need for the
government to forge real ties with the
various communities it serves, to listen
to them and to recognize their excellence."
Fabrice Vil, a lawyer and social entrepreneur, was attending the gala and
watched the mistake happen live. He
said Charette's only job was to show up
and not take away from the Black communities who were there to celebrate,
but he didn't even manage that.

"There is no mistake as huge as
saying that someone is dead in front of
that person being alive," he said. "It's a
symbol of how little consideration this
government has for Black communities
in the way it deals not only in symbols,
but also in so many decisions."
Vil pointed to the fact that Charette
was introduced by parliamentary assistant Christopher Skeete as the "minister
of racism," as opposed to the proper
title, of minister responsible for the fight
against racism.
"And that mistake in this specific
case is particularly important, because
we should remind ourselves that the
Quebec government does not acknowledge the existence of systemic racism,"
he said.
Stanley Bastien, who owns a limo
company in the city, saw videos of the
gaffe circulating on social media. He
said it's the lack of preparation, not the
error itself, that's insulting.
"It just showed that he just didn't
care. He just came here because, oh, I
have to be there because they're all
Black people. Let me say a few words
to them, make them happy, get a round
of applause and then keep on doing my
stuff," he said.
"This is what hurts. It's not even
what he said — he just didn't care. Because if he did care, he would have been
prepared."

‘Freedom convoy’ leader free after making bail
Convoy organizer Tamara Lich
was bombarded with hugs and well
wishes from supporters Monday as she
walked out of the Ottawa courthouse
free on bail after spending 18 days behind bars.
About 20 people carrying red and
white signs that read "Free Tamara"
cheered, shouted her name and gathered
around to embrace her.
Earlier in the day they broke out
into a rendition of 'O Canada' after the
bail decision was read in court.
Lich, one of the principal organizers of the so-called "Freedom Convoy"
protest that gridlocked downtown Ottawa for three weeks, was arrested Feb.
17 and charged with mischief and counselling to commit mischief.
She was initially denied bail, but

that decision was reversed Monday after
her lawyer asked for a bail review.
As a condition of her release, Lich
was banned from social media and ordered to leave Ottawa within 24 hours
and the province of Ontario within 72
hours.
She is also to have no involvement of any kind in COVID-19 or
vaccine mandate protests, and avoid
contact with at least 10 other convoy
organizers.
Lich left the courthouse in a
white pickup truck with Alberta plates
and a small "Freedom Convoy" sticker
on the tailgate.
Lich -- described by a lawyer for
convoy protesters in February as "the
spark that lit this fire" -- was one of the
most public faces of the protest that

saw crowds move in with big-rigs and
other vehicles in late January to protest
the federal Liberal government, vaccine
mandates and COVID-19 restrictions.
Since her arrest, her supporters

have called her a political prisoner during her time in jail, and over the weekend some rallied outside the Ottawa jail
where she is being held to demand her
release.
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EDITORIAL & OPINIONS

matters
StopWhy
the Ukraine
games, AG
Williams
The ongoing war in Ukraine reThe decision by Guyana Attorney Genmains one the world cannot ignore, as
eral Basil Williams to file two appeals of
the Russian army continues its advance
the decision by Chief Justice Roxanne
on cities in the sovereign nation, displacGeorge-Wiltshire’s
findings that
last Deing
millions of ordinary
people
and
cember’s
No-confidence
vote
against
the
killing hundreds of civilians.
government
waspeople
constitutional,
is grasping
These are
just like
us, who
at straws.
prior
to this were living comfortable
lives“The
in their
homes,Chief
going
about
their
Honourable
Justice
Roxdaily
withouterred
fear.and misdianne business
George-Wiltshire
The
Russian
surrected
herself
in lawinvasion
when shewas
ruledno
that
prise.
Putin’s
forces
have
been
amassing
the motion of no-confidence upon a divion
thevote
country’s
forofmonths,
and
sion
of 33:32borders
members
the National
most global watchers knew it was just a
Assembly was validly passed as the requimatter of time before the Russian leader
site majority of all the elected members of
made his move to start the re-creation of
the National Assembly, pursuant to article
the
former Soviet Union.
106 Ukraine
(6) of the was
constitution,”
the Attorney
always seen
as a prize
General
contends
in
his
appeal.
in the former USSR, because of its abunher decision,
George-Wiltshire
dantInresources
andCJ
proximity
to Europe
explained
that
in
getting
a
majority,
in the west. It was always seenoneas a
strategic
for the
side must stronghold
acquire one more
than USSR
the otherto
keep
NATO
at
bay.
side. An absolute majority, she said, as
Whenbyitthe
became
an independent
naspecified
constitution,
is a majority
tion more than 3 decades ago, Ukrainians believed it was their time to forge
their own way. After all, being “owned”

by
another country had always ended
of all Members of Parliament present rebadly for them.
gardless if they are present or not. The
For example, while the the world
chief justice concluded that an absolute maclearly recalls the Nazi atrocities and the
jority is 33. few even know that an estiholocaust,
As 10
such,
she ruled,
the motion
was conmated
million
Ukrainians
perished
in
stitutionally
allowed,
and
therefore
the Holodomor, an act of terrorlegal.
hardly
This talked
means that
the Granger government
ever
about.
means “killing
bysays
starmust Holodomor
abide by the constitution,
which
vation”,
exactly
what hapthey mustand
step that
downisand
call elections
pened
when,
1932-33,
country’s
within 90
days in
of the
date of the
the no
confiSoviet
rulers
confiscated
Ukraine’s
grain
dence vote, which was December 21, 2018.
crops,
leaving
millions
of
Ukrainians
to
It is reasonable to expect that the
starve to death.
Granger administration, which is sworn to
This was a peacetime catastrophe
uphold the constitution, will abide by it,
unprecedented in the history of
now that its bid to overturn the vote has
Ukraine.
Since 2006, the Holodomor has
been recognized
found lacking.
been
by Ukraine and 15 other
If
it
fails
to
do
so, it becomes
an illegal
countries as a genocide
of the Ukrainian
administration.
people
carried out by the Soviet governThe
ment. move by Williams, therefore,
widely
believed
the
seemsItto is
us just
another
attempt tothat
forestall
holodomor
was
orchestrated
by
Russian
the inevitable in a desperate bid to hold on
dictator
to power. Joseph Stalin to eliminate a
Ukraine independence movement.
The holodomor is a brutal part of
Ukrainian history, and perhaps this ex-

plains
why there is such strong resistLegal minds everywhere have said that
ance to Putin’s advances to bring the
the government has no ground to stand on
country back into Soviet control.
via this latest appeal. All it is doing is dragThey remember all to well the horging
the country
through
political
ror stories
of their
elders,
few uncerof whom
tainty
at
a
time
when
clear
leadership
is
are still surviving, of the cruelty Ukrainineeded
to
move
the
nation
forward
in
terms
ans faced at the hands of the Soviets.
of dealing
its own
fledgling
econWhowith
could
blame
them, oil
therefore,
for resisting
asthe
fiercely
as theycrisis
have.inAnd
omy,
as well as
international
indeed, weright
applaud
them for their bravVenezuela,
next door.
ery.Security issues at home are also paraunderstand
whytothe
USA
mount,We
with
crime seeming
be on
an and
NATO
allies
have
been
resisting
calls
ever-increasing trajectory that includes thefor
them to get more involved in this
shooting last week of one of Guyana’s most
Ukraine crisis. Imposing a No Fly zone
celebrated expatriates, Dr Brian O’Toole,
over Ukraine, or sending troops to help
and murders that are happening almost
the Ukrainian forces, is opening the door
every
day. War III, and leaving all of Euto World
AGvulnerable
Williams and
President
Granger
rope
to the
ravages
of such a
might
alsoall
beknow
accused
of trying
to buythe
time
war. We
what
happened
last
to
use
the
offices
they
hold
to
try
to
distime around.
gladthey
to see
getcredit But
any we’re
opposition
maywe’re
face atallthe
ting
involved
by
arming
our
Ukrainian
polls, including using the state-controlled
allies as
and
sending
food, medicine
media
well
as law enforcement
tacticsand
to
other emergency supplies to help them
in their brave fight.
For our readers who would like to

do more, there are a number of organizations in Canada that are collecting aid
They may think these are strategic
for Ukraine.
moves, but the drama is being seen by the
Among them is GlobalMedic,
international
community
it is:Singh,
a
which is being
headedforbywhat
Rahul
desperate
to paramedic.
hold onto power. The
a formerattempt
Toronto
global According
community has
to communicated
its website, asGlobmuch
to the“strives
Guyana government.
alMedic
to be innovative and
cost-effective”
in every
aspect Elecof its orTo add to the woes,
the Guyana
ganization.
GlobalMedic
is working
tions
Commission,
headed by a geriatric
with local
agencies
neighbouring
chairman
who has
been in in
ill health,
is now
countries
to
support
the
distribution
saying that the agency will not be prepared of
itemsJuly
and– more
to people
tofood,
hold hygiene
elections until
four months
leaving Ukraine, and work to support
after it is constitutionally due.
and facilitate cross-border distributions
Since the chairman of the agency was
into Ukraine. Other items including
handpicked by the Granger administration,
tents, costs, medical supplies etc. may
we
have
openly wonder
whether this,
also
betoprovided
as needed.
too, is Readers
another delaying
tactic
the416-916govare invited
toby
call
ernment.
0522 to find out how to donate.
It’sOther
time toorganizations
stop the gameslike
andthe
callUnited
the
Nationsnow.
and the Canadian Red Cross are
elections
also
accepting
donations.
Guyana’s democracy,
hard fought for, is
If you can, please help.
at stake.
It’s the least we can do.
bring them into disrepute.

Open
Letter:
Violent
act
won’t
stop
me
A Guyanese experience with Ukrainians

great amount of time and effort has now been whether here or in other countries, are a gramme. In addition, they use art, music,
Dear Friends,
My wife and I came to Guyana 41 years devoted to my own care in one of the very symptom of the breakdown in society and as sport, and drama to facilitate these discusDear Editor,
when it was still part of the Soviet Union’s 15 Social- would hang out (as we did in Guyana) on a bridge sitago to try and be of service to the Bahá’í good hospitals in Georgetown. But, of such we need radical steps to address social sions.
Ukraine and Russia are at war. Guyanese have
ist Republics, passing near the dangerous Chernobyl
ting on a rail chatting. Not far from there was the
Surelyand
nowthe
partGuyana
of our conversation
has
course,
the other
major priority
has beenKiev,
the etc.
issues.
Whilst
we don’t
pretend what
we are University
community. with
As we
have
no clergy
the1960s
connections
both
going
back tointhe
as uniReactor
sarcophagus,
I also
passed
through
Friendship
Embassy/Congot
to
be
how
do
we
address
the
social
issues
safety
of
the
school
community.
Our
team
at
sharing
now
is
the
solution
across
GeorgeBahá’í
Faith
we
found
employment
in
variversity students. Few studied in Ukraine with hunseveral other republics travelling on a bus from East
sulate. Guyanese related how they crossed over into
town or Guyana
we wanted
the sup-through
and definitely
at theCharlie
same time
take the
necous fields
of education.
21 years
agoI visited
we Nations
has been
workingtotirelessly
to ad- Crossing
dreds
in Russia
in what was
USSR.
both and
Germany
Poland (Brest
with long
lines ofto share
the West,
Check Point
(which
I also
was
most
awed
by
the
simplicity,
friendliness,
quitrucks,
trains,
and
buses)
to
Byelorussia
(now
Becrossed)
into
West
Berlin,
shopped,
and
brought
back
started School of the Nations which began dress thatand regain the peace and compo- port and training we are giving to our essary steps to deal with threats and vioetude
docility),
beauty,
kindness,
and charm
of the
larus),
into Ukraine,
the Russian
goods
that they
soldThese
for three
timeshave
the price
they
lence.
activities
proven
really
sure we
have had
at Nations
for moretothan
studentsRepublic,
in Nations.and
I recently took
a group
with 5(or
children
and has
now grown
to a comUkrainian
people
and
in
fact
all
of
the
people
I
intergoing
on
to
other
republics
including
the
Baltic
states
paid,
earning
scarce
money.
Foreign
students
in
of sixteen of our 6th Formers to our sister stimulating and uplifting and are addressing
munity of more than 3,500. We have partner- two decades.
acted with during my visit to then Soviet Union. It
and crossing over into Finland. That was more than
USSR could not do much internal travels as funds
This violent action from a member of the school in Canada, Nancy Campbell Acad- some of the challenges the youth face all
ships with the Universities of Cambridge,
was an unforgettable experience. In addition to meet- 30 years ago when Gorbachev was ruler during the
were scarce with scholarship stipends barely enough
public
totallyperiod
new in Guyana
and unpreceemy in Stratford,
Ontario
for 8 days
to learn over this country and indeed all over the
London,
Bedfordshire
and withinABE
in the
ing
Ukrainians
and Russians
USSR,
I also
met isand
of glasnost
and perestroika,
but the USSR
was
for survival.
world.
We have
been very
fortunate
about theitself
powerwas
of the
arts but more imporUK that
allow
us in
to offer
ac- dented.
it has been Guyana
dined
with
them
New internationally
Delhi and Mumbai
whereBut it would
on theappear
vergethat
of dissolution.
underI had most
pleasant
memories
in the
Sovietin this
learn about social issues
and what
process
to the
havevarious
had youth
from the
by social
media
where initial
com- tantly
credited
undergraduate
and during
graduatetheprothey
would
come shopping
1980sfuelled
and later
going
glasnost
and perestroika
(or toHoytestroika).
Union
traveling
around
republics
of UK,
years
in myThe
frequent
to India.
Ukrainians
andby a handful
Ukraine,
likeinmost
of the
republics,
USSR.
I don’tCanada
think Americans
were allowed
in cerand other countries
to help develop
students
Guyana
hasother
youth
can do toespecially
address them. This
has been
grammes.
School trips
of Nations
has been
a ments
Russians
would
stay,
socialise,
dine,
and
shop
in
certhe
countryside
was
largely
‘underdeveloped’,
using
tain
parts
of
the
Soviet
Union.
But
my
Guyana
Passsource of great joy to us as we have seen our been transformed by comments from a small part of an ongoing programme of training at this intervention. Partly the idea of sharing
tain
(low
cost)
affordable
sections
of
Delhi
where
I
my
economist
hat
to
describe
them.
The
subways
in
port
and
my
ethnicity
took
me
to
several
places
as it
graduates serve in important capacities in group of students in North American and Nations and indeed at our house on this re- this message is simply to explore one realso stayed in my early visits to India before I moved Kiev, as it was called then, and other cities would
also did when I visited China. And as an ethnic Insponse to the growing violence in our socigrew into aggressive and dangerous state- flective process.
Guyana and other part of the world.
to more upscale lodging and dining areas. The
have been the same.
dian, there were no restrictions on my movement in
Several
agothe
, we started
a weekly
But thenand
a new
chapter brought
opened last
Sun-to trade
ments.and
It was a dramatic
example
us of the
Ukrainians
Russians
goods
During
the to
Soviet
era, some
90 permonths
cent of
Soviet
Union ety.
unlike my experience in China where
programme
with
6th
Formers
helping
stu- monitored
In the final
can
very
real
dangers
of
social
media
which
draday
when
I
was
shot
outside
my
home
by
returned with suitcases of items to sell back home just people of Donetsk and the Dunbass region of Ukraine tourist police
myanalysis
every these
movechallenges
during my
aswhat
Guyanese
did during
1970s
thru 1990s
in trav-escalated
weretoethnic
Russians,
probably
why
Putin
wants
visittoas aonly
student
in 1985;byinussubsequent
visits,
be addressed
all working together.
matically
the shooting
on Sundents
from
Forms
1, 2, to
and 3 getfirst
together
many people
believethe
may
be someone
els
outside
of
the
country.
They
were
very
friendly.
cling
to
it;
that
percentage
dropped
to
about
75
per
the
police
in
China
did
not
intimidate
or
followed
visHeartfelt greetings
from the Nations community. I was informed day night. So on the one hand we are now study material related to the purpose of life
The
Ukrainians
and
Soviet
people
I
encountered
in
itors
around
and
I
could
shop
anywhere
instead
of
cent
today
as
Russians
moved
out
and
Ukrainians
Dr. Brian O’Toole, MBE
only yesterday that this news has reached the trying to look at the physical challenges to and how to lead moral and fulfilling lives as
India, Ukraine, New York, and other parts of America moved in. It was (and probably still is) one of the
only a foreign currency store.
Director, School of the Nations
Daily Mail and the Times in the UK and as overcome to make our school community well as how to deal with the turbulence charwere/are peace loving, hardworking, and decent and
The war is destroying Ukraine. Every effort must
richest parts of the Soviet Union/Ukraine at one time.
safe for everyone. But the other challenge is acteristic of youth today whether in Guyana
such wanted to share this update.
among the nicest people I met in my many travels.
be made to bring an end to it.
I interacted with students who I happened upon
Since
onethrough
of the bullets
shatteredSoviet
my to
try to reflect on
such actions.
any country
in the
world. There are
now Bisram
I passed
the Ukrainian
Republic
Vishnu
in the
the source
Sovietofcities
especiallyorMoscow
where
they
In the final analysis these terrible actions, seventeen 6th Formers supporting this probone and damaged the artery in my arm a
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Guyana now in a golden era after
March 2 2020 debacle
MINISTER of Parliamentary Affairs and Governance, Gail Teixeira, said
Guyana was able to rebuild its image on
the regional and international stage, despite the political turmoil the country endured following the March 2, 2020
General and Regional Elections.
Recalling the events on Thursday,
Minister Teixeira said Guyana is now in
its ‘golden era’ two years after the country endured the months-long distress.
She said during and after that period, with the support from regional and
international bodies, Guyana was able to
build meaningful relationships. The
country was also able to reclaim its place
as an equal and leading member of the
Caribbean Community (CARICOM).
“I really do believe that this is the
golden era of our country, the golden period where we can do things and make it
right. That is why the whole platform of
‘One Guyana’ is so important to try to
bring us all together in looking at how
we go forward,” Minister Teixeira stated
during a television interview.
Guyana went to the polls on March
2, 2020. The months following the elections saw intense legal battles between
the PPP/C and the then APNU+AFC
Government, over the true winner of the
polls, although the results from the

events teach us as a people that we must
remember and guard these things so as
not to repeat history.”
She said the prevention of a repeat
of the 2020 events is multi-layered and
not merely about law. It is for this reason
that GECOM had to rebuild confidence
in the Guyanese people.
The elections body last year terminated the services of its Chief Elections
Officer Keith Lowenfield, Deputy Chief
Elections Officer, Roxanne Myers and
Returning Officer for District Four,

Clairmont Mingo, who were all accused
of undermining the elections.
Minister Teixeira said the government made draft amendments to the
Representation of the People’s Act,
which were made available for public
examination and recommendations
She pointed out that while a number of non-governmental organisations,
political parties, the diaspora and
GECOM made recommendations, not a
single comment was made by the
APNU+AFC Coalition.

Jordan wants High
Court trial: lawyers
Gail Texeira

Guyana Elections Commission showed
the PPP/C had won.
Minister Teixeira said the events
that followed those elections must not be
forgotten. She described the events as
similar to that of 1953, where people
were fighting for their right to vote.
“The significance of all these
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THE lawyers representing former Guyana Finance Minister, Winston Jordan,
who is accused of misconduct in public office, have requested that he face trial in the
Demerara High Court instead of the Georgetown Magistrates’ Court.
Jordan is currently out on $3 million bail and is expected to be tried before Chief
Magistrate Ann McLennan.
On December 28, 2021, he was first arraigned in court and was not required to
plead to the charge which alleged that while serving as Finance Minister under the
APNU+AFC government and being the concerned minister for the governmentowned National Industrial and Commercial Investments Limited (NICIL), he, between February 26 and July 31, 2020, at Main Street, Georgetown, willfully
misconducted himself by acting recklessly when he signed NICIL (Transfer of Property) Order, No. 50 of 2020, which was published in the Official Gazette of Guyana,
transferring to and vesting to BK Marine Inc., all buildings, erections, stellings, platforms and further appurtenances, at Mudlots 1 & 2, F of Mudlot 3, A, B & D, being
over 2.553 acres, by paying $20,260,276, for a property valued over $5,000,000,000
and being sold at a price that was grossly undervalued to such a degree as to amount
to an abuse of the public’s trust and without reasonable excuse or justification.
He is being represented by fellow party members, attorneys-at-law, Roysdale
Forde S.C., Khemraj Ramjattan, Joseph Harmon and Darren Wade.
Special Organised Crime Unit (SOCU) prosecutor, Tuanna Hardy had requested
that the accused be tried summarily in the Magistrates’ Court. However, Jordan’s
lawyers raised strong objection and emphasised their preference for a jury trial in the
High Court. This would mean that the matter would be the subject of a preliminary
inquiry (PI) in the Magistrates’ Court and once the magistrate finds that a case had
been made, it will be sent to the Demerara High Court for trial before a judge and
jury.
On Friday, Hardy laid over her submissions to the court and the matter was adjourned until April 29, 2022, for the continuation of the legal argument on the request
for a High Court trial.
It was previously reported that, on December 2, 2021, Jordan was arrested by the
Guyana Police Force (GPF) in relation to two transactions done during his tenure as
Finance Minister.
“The first transaction… relates to the sale and vesting of the state’s largest wharf
facilities located at Kingston, Georgetown … and Minister Jordan issued a vesting
order passing Title to the purchaser, without the payment of any further sum of
monies,” police had said in a press release.
The law enforcement agency informed that Jordan was also identified as being
allegedly involved in a second transaction.
“Investigators have evidence to establish that a facility that is a mere fraction of
the size of the State property under investigation, located some seven miles upriver,
was sold to a private company for US$17 million,” the release said.
The matter that is now before the court was made public in early 2020 when it
was reported in the media that the sale of the property had occurred just days before
the 2020 General and Regional Elections were held.
Also of concern was the fact that cabinet had apparently granted approval to
NICIL for the sale of the property.
By its own admission in an April 2020 statement, NICIL said: “In October 2019,
NICIL received approval [for the sale of the land in question], following which the
vesting order was prepared, signed and gazetted.”
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Guyana has US$1B in untapped
bauxite potential
DESPITE
past
challenges,
Guyana’s bauxite industry is poised to
make a notable ‘comeback’, thanks to its
substantial amounts of minerals yet to be
extracted.
President Dr. Irfaan Ali, in his commemorative message for Guyana’s 52nd
Republic Anniversary, estimated that the
country’s bauxite reserves, alone, are
worth close to US$1 billion.
He’d previously indicated that
bauxite deposits along the Corentyne
River, alone, can kickstart massive
growth and development in Region Six
(East Berbice-Corentyne).
The Head of State reasons that with
government’s efforts to reduce the cost
of electricity, the establishment of a

smelter factory would not only be possible, but financially viable as well.
Simply put, smelting is a process
which uses heat and a chemical-reducing
agent to decompose the ore, thereby
driving off other elements as gasses, or
slag, and leaving just the metal behind.
Even further, President Ali pointed
to the fact that a smelter operation would
also present the need for an aluminium
plant, which would convert the extracted
bauxite into aluminium.
Although Guyana has been producing top-tier bauxite for decades, it is yet
to become a notable aluminium producer; however, this could soon change,
as the government pushes ahead to implement a comprehensive energy mix,

Work at one of Guyana’s bauxite mines

using ‘renewables’ such as wind, solar,
‘hydro’ and natural gases to produce alternative energy, thereby making manufacturing investments feasible across a
myriad of sectors.
President Ali had also hinted at the
fact that aluminium production could be
further supported by the establishment of
an energy corridor, stretching along the
Corentyne, and neighbouring Suriname
and Brazil, respectively.
It was also reported that, currently,
investors are eyeing Tarakuli bauxite deposits near Orealla, in Region Six. As a
matter of fact, according to the government’s Department of Public Information (DPI), Minister of Natural
Resources Vickram Bharrat has already
gone ahead to engage those parties who
may be interested in developing the
Tarakuli bauxite mine located some 10
miles away from Orealla.
The Department quoted Minister
Bharrat as saying that ‘Tarakuli’ is one
of the largest such bauxite mines remaining in our country, and that it is yet untouched.
Not only that, the bauxite contained
at that location is said to be “of very high
quality,” based on a previous study alluded to by Minister Bharrat.
As such, this serves as yet another
reason for the establishment of an aluminium plant.
“The aluminium plant will add
value to our ore, because, for too long
we have been exporting raw materials;
we haven’t been exporting value-added
products, and you would know when
you export value-added products, you
earn maybe ten times more than when
you export the raw material,” the minister said, emphasising the fact that the
government’s priority is adding value to
its many products.
In the meantime, output in the
bauxite mining subsector has declined
by some 3.8 per cent, according to Senior Minister in Office of the President
with responsibility for Finance Dr. Ashni
Singh.
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Guatemala to support Guyana’s
palm oil & coffee industries
GUYANA is in the process of finalising a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with Guatemala, and setting the
agenda for a bilateral visit, which will
see Guatemala assisting this country
with its current revitalisation of the
sugar industry, as well as looking at collaborating in the area of palm oil – a
high value commodity – and coffee production.
This was announced by the President, Dr. Irfaan Ali, on Sunday, during a
press conference held at State House
where the President noted that there is
only a broad overview of the agreement
thus far with the specifics expected to be
worked out over the next two weeks.
“[We will] focus immediately on
palm oil and sugar to work out technical
investment and management structure
required, most importantly the twinning
of best practices. We are also looking at
coffee…within two weeks to have full
refinement of the MoU,” President Ali
said as he responded to questions from
the press on the arrangement between
the two countries.
The plans for the MoU are among
several developments that came out of
the recently held Fourth CARICOM
SICA Summit which was held in Belize.
During the summit, President Ali held
bilateral meetings and began discussions
with Guatemala’s President, Alejandro
Giammattei Falla.
The two Presidents agreed on the
importance of a strong partnership in
agriculture, and shared the aspirations of
both countries to develop broad and effective cooperation for mutual benefit,
including in the areas of security, climate change, agriculture, and food security.
With an import value in the
Caribbean region of US$143 million,
palm oil has been identified as one
among a number of high value commodities with potential for development
in Caribbean countries and President Ali
highlighted Guyana’s potential to tap
into that industry.
The agreement will also hold a lot
of potential for the development of
Guyana’s sugar industry, given the fact

Brian Tiwarie, OMC, AA - CEO

Guyana President, Dr Irfaan Ali (left) and President of Guatemala, Alejandro Giammattei Falla

that Guatemala is currently the fourth
largest exporter of sugar worldwide, and
the second largest exporter in Latin
America.
And so, this relationship will mean
a lot for the development of Guyana’s
sugar industry, which the government
has been working assiduously over the
past two years to revive, given its economic and social benefits.
The President pointed out that
Guatemala’s sugar industry generates
over US$1 billion in export earnings,
along with creating 80, 000 direct jobs
and another 410,000 indirect jobs. He
also noted that agriculture overall contributes 23 per cent of Guatemala’s
Gross Domestic Product (GDP), 75 per
cent of its export earnings and 50 per
cent of the country’s local labour force.
“Why am I giving these statistics
from Guatemala? It is for us to have an
understanding. Understand the potential
power house that we can collaborate and
cooperate with in terms of food security
with the sugar industry,” President Ali
noted.
He added that: “Not only technical
support, [but] twinning of opportunities.
You look at best practices and twin it.

The end result is sustainable job creation, economic expansion and viability
of the industry that is the main output
that we are looking at.”
The President also noted that
Guatemala is 108, 000 sq kilometres,
and has 11 sugar mills along with a cultivation area of 251, 000 hectares which
yields some 10.7 metric tonnes per
hectare, while Guyana is 215,000 sq km
with 49, 000 hectares for sugar and a
current yield of about four to five tonnes
per hectare.
Meanwhile, the President highlighted that collaborations between the
Caribbean region and Central American
can play a major role in advancing the
CARICOM’s target of growing more of
its own foods, and reducing the region’s
agriculture import bill by 25 per cent by
2025 (25 by 25).
“We have not been looking at Central America and the opportunities they
present for us. During the summit, I
[held] discussions with Guatemala,
Honduras, Costa Rica. If you look at
Central America as a whole, agriculture
contributes half of the total regional exports,” he said.
The President named sugar, coffee,

pineapple, banana as just a few of the
key crops exported by Central America.
He noted that, in many of the Central American countries, agriculture
makes up a significant portion of the
GDP and employment.
“This is the value and power of
agriculture and food production in these
countries,” President Ali noted.
The Fourth CARICOM SICA
Summit followed just days after the
Thirty-Third Inter-Sessional Meeting of
Heads of Government of the CARICOM, where regional food security was
one of the main areas that was high on
the agenda of discussions.
During the Inter-sessional meeting,
President Dr. Irfaan Ali, who holds the
responsibility for Agriculture, Agricultural Diversification and Food Security
in CARICOM, outlined the action-oriented and solution-based proposal,
aimed at reducing the region’s food import bill by 25 per cent by 2025.
President Dr. Irfaan Ali has received praise from the various CARICOM heads of State for his efforts and
plans to transform agriculture in the region.

1 & 2 MUDLOT WATER STREET, KINGSTON, GEORGETOWN, GUYANA. TEL: 592- 226-5513-4 | 226-5314-5 |
226-4113 FAX: 592- 226-5517 | 223-7421
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India actress Bhavana breaks
silence on sexual assault
Bhavana Menon, a popular actress from the southern Indian state of
Kerala, who was abducted and sexually assaulted in 2017, has broken her
silence after five years, describing her
“difficult journey from being a victim
to a survivor”.
Menon, who has worked in more
than 80 films in southern Indian languages and won a number of prestigious awards, was assaulted by a
group of men while travelling from
Thrissur to Kochi in February 2017.
Her assault made headlines, especially after Dileep, one of the Malayalam-language film industry’s biggest
actors and Menon’s co-star in half a
dozen films, was named as an accused
and charged with criminal conspiracy.
He denied the charges against him, but
was arrested and held in custody for
three months before being released on
bail. The case is being heard in a trial
court.
“I was just a normal fun-loving
girl and then this one incident happened that turned my life upside down.
Most people see the smiling photos I
post on social media, but I have been
to hell and back,” Menon told me on
the phone from the southern city of
Bangalore.
“I became this victim, this ‘assaulted actress’. And for long, I kept
asking, ‘Why me?’ I was blaming myself and I was looking for a way out,”
she said.
“But in 2020, after the trial began,
I spent 15 days giving evidence in
court. And that’s when things changed.
Here I was, wanting to forget and
move on, but then I had to remember
everything, every tiny detail about the
case.”
On the day of her assault, Menon
was travelling from her hometown
Thrissur to the city of Kochi, where
she was to dub for a film the next
morning, when she was kidnapped.
Her attackers made videos of the assault – “maybe they wanted to blackmail me”, she told me.
Considering her – and Dileep’s –
celebrity status, there was tremendous
media attention on the case and on any
given day, local news channels invited
panellists to speak for and against her.
Many took to victim shaming on
social media – they asked why she was
travelling at 7pm and questioned her
morality, some abused her and some
said the case was all made up, that she
had “staged it”.
“I was devastated, broken into a
million pieces, all these things were
very hurtful to me. I sometimes
wanted to scream at the top of my
lungs,” she told Indian digital platform
Mojo Story. “My dignity was snatched
and then I was victim shamed.”
Under Indian law, the identity of
those who have been sexually assaulted is to be protected at all costs,
but Menon said that right from the

Bhavana Menon has acted in more than 80 films

start, it was known that she was the
one who had been attacked.
“I was an established actress and
the initial reports only said I was kidnapped, so some of the TV channels
showed my photographs. Once the details of the sexual assault became
known, they removed my name and
photos, but by then everyone knew it
was me.”
In January, for the first time since
her “nightmare” began five years ago,
Menon publicly acknowledged in an
Instagram post that she was the “survivor” of the assault.
“This has not been an easy journey. The journey from being a victim
to becoming a survivor. For five years
now, my name and my identity have
been suppressed under the weight of
the assault inflicted on me,” she wrote.
“Though I am not the one who
had committed the crime, there have
been many attempts to humiliate, si-

lence and isolate me. But at such times
I have had some who stepped forward
to keep my voice alive. Now when I
hear so many voices speak up for me I
know that I am not alone in this fight
for justice,” she added.
Her post was shared by some of
the biggest Malayali stars, including
Mohanlal and Mammooty, and many
Bollywood actresses spoke up in her
support.
Dhanya Rajendran, editor-in-chief
of The News Minute website, says that
by choosing to speak up, Menon “is
being very brave” while also being
careful since the case is sub-judice.
“Physical assault is one thing, but
then she’s a celebrity so she has to face
intense public scrutiny and reactions
from society and the film industry.
There’s also a court case going on.
Then there’s the video of the assault
and there would always be the fear that
it could be leaked to the public.”

The actress says she’s aware that
she’s privileged because she’s a
celebrity, has the full support of her
husband and family and the financial
means to fight her case, but the past
five years have not been easy.
“There were at least a hundred
times when I felt like giving up. There
were so many times when I’ve asked
my friends and family and even my
lawyers if I could take it all back, turn
the clock back. I’ve thought about
leaving the country and going away
somewhere to start afresh, I’ve thought
so many times about killing myself.”
So what has kept her going, I ask?
“Every time I would think about
giving up, 24 hours later, I would
change my mind. Because it is my dignity on the line, I have to prove my innocence, I have to prove that I have
not done anything wrong,” she says.
(BBC)
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MEDICAL DONATION: The Georgetown Public Hospital Corporation (GPHC) on Monday received a donation of an echocardiograph unit that will enhance the
treatment of cardiac patients. The donation was made by the Rotary Club of Georgetown on behalf the Guyana Program to Advance Cardiac Care. Minister of Health,
Dr. Frank Anthony was on hand to receive the donation

Single parents to beneﬁt from importation of special breed of milking cows
Government will be investing
heavily in the importation of special
breeds of milking cows, which would
benefit a number of single parents,
specifically mothers along the East
Bank corridor.
His Excellency, Dr. Mohamed Irfaan Ali, who made the disclosure on
Sunday at State House, said the PPP/C
Government is keen on expanding the
dairy industry to meet future demands.
“You are talking about a family
earning maybe between five to seven
thousand dollars…with the government
catalysing this by investing in the capital bringing in the breed of animal and
getting people involved and that is part
of the holistic plan.
“If you do that throughout, you will
be able to produce the milk. You will
have milking stations. This is how they
do it in many of the countries that have
a strong dairy industry and they have
milking stations,” the President emphasised.
The initiative, Dr. Ali said will also
play an integral role in ensuring food security across the nation.

The Guyana Government plans to import special breeds of milking cows

Government is aggressively pushing to strengthen Guyana’s food safety
system and expand its export potential.
A portion of the $79.2 million allocated
to the Guyana Food Safety Authority
this year, will go towards this agenda.
Even in CARICOM, Guyana has
already been contributing significantly
in reducing the regional food import bill
by 25 percent by 2025.

Earlier last year, a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) was signed between the Amaya Milk Company, the
Guyana Office for Investment (Go-Invest) and the Ministry of Agriculture for
the construction of a milk processing facility.
The multi-million-dollar facility,
which is being constructed at Onverwagt, West Coast Berbice by Canadian-

based investor Omkaar Sharma, saw an
initial investment of $150 million.
While Guyana is open for more investments, President Ali has always emphasised that Guyanese must be able to
benefit as well.
“…but to ensure we get the feed in
to this facility, we have to bring in a
special breed of milking cows and we
have to bring in a lot of them, thousands. So, while we may have the mainstream farmers, I am looking at the East
Bank corridor in which we can get single parents for example, single mothers
and they could have two cows,” President Ali explained.
The government continues to create an environment for local producers
to benefit from the increasing demand
for meat, coming from the thriving oil
and gas companies, as well as other
local businesses.
Budget 2022 allocated $977.3 million to the Guyana Livestock Development Authority, which is an increase of
$171 million from the previous year’s
allocation.
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14K house lots to be allocated this year
Minister of Housing and Water,
Collin Croal, M.P, announced Tuesday
that government will distribute 14,000
house lots to Guyanese this year.
He made the announcement during
a community engagement with residents of Esau and Jacob, and Fairfield
villages, Region Five (MahaicaBerbice). He was accompanied by
Member of Parliament, Faizal Jafferally, and Regional Chairman, Vickchand Ramphal.
Minister Croal said the increased
distribution of house lots this year
brings the government closer to achieving its target of delivering 50,000 house
lots by 2025. It also falls in line with
His Excellency, Dr. Mohamed Irfaan
Ali’ s vision for the housing sector,
which will see affordable housing opportunities being provided to every
Guyanese, at all income levels.
“The vibrancy you see coming
from the ministry is a direct reflection
of the President’s vision for the sector,”
Minister Croal said.
In Region Five, there is a backlog
of about 3,000 applications. In fact,
during the period 2020 to 2021, there
were some 948 new applications within
the system.
Minister Croal said the Central
Housing and Planning Authority

(CH&PA) is actively seeking to acquire
lands in Burma for allocation. Funds
will be made available in the ministry’s
2023 programme for infrastructural development in that area.
On the issue of water, there are a
number households in a section of Esau
and Jacob that are now receiving
potable water. Minister Croal has committed to dispatching a team from the
Guyana Water Incorporated (GWI) to
assess the number of households and
ascertain what is needed to extend the
existing water distribution network
there.
“The development that we set out
is not only for a few, it is for all, and
so, when we speak about ‘One Guyana’
it is to ensure all citizens benefit from
the programmes and policies we implement,” he told the residents.
Meanwhile, the minister and team
visited the area earmarked for housing
development in the Burma community.
House lot applications were facilitated
and other housing matters addressed.
Last year, the government distributed over 10,000 house lots through its
signature ‘Dream Realised’ programme. A number of citizens were
also allocated homes through the housing project in Cummings Lodge, Providence and Prospect.

Minister of Housing and Water, Collin Croal, M.P engaging the residents of
Esau and Jacob
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‘Economically-empowered women are
more likely to leave violent relationships’
MAHILA Mandalee, the women’s
section of the Guyana Hindu Dharmic
Sabha, has emphasised the need for the
economic empowerment of women as a
tool to increase their ability to leave violent relationships and to speak out
against harassment.
In their message in celebration of
International Women’s Day 2022, the
body noted that women and girls have
much to celebrate as they have been
outstanding in diverse fields, breaking
new barriers every day. However, there
is still much to be done.
“While more girls are in the spotlight for their excellent academic
achievements, many are still struggling.
Statistics for Guyana indicate that
school attendance is high at the primary
level but decreases significantly at the
secondary level,” the message said.
It added: “The Mahila Mandalee,
Women’s Section of the Guyana Hindu
Dharmic Sabha, joins in recognising
and celebrating the achievements of
women and girls in Guyana and worldwide.
Simultaneously, we continue to
advocate for the empowerment of all
women and girls, and for them to be
free from discrimination and violence
and be included equally in decisionmaking and leadership.”
The body noted that it remains
deeply concerned about the number of

women and girls who are subjected to
violence and abuse, and called for a
culture where there is zero-tolerance
for harassment in workplaces, and
where women are not scared to call out
their harassers for fear of victimisation.
“We must continue to engage our
men and boys to change gender stereotypes and foster partnerships where
household responsibilities and care duties are shared, equal opportunities are
provided to sons and daughters and a
respect for each other is promoted,” it
said.
However, with education playing a
key role in empowering women to become economically independent to

overcome abusive relationships, the
Mahila Mandalee called for girls not in
school to be engaged to gain an understanding of the reasons for their absence and efforts made to ensure their
return.
“The learning losses of the
COVID-19 pandemic, worsened by unequal access to the internet and digital
devices, must also be overcome. Girls
must be encouraged to see the benefits
of a good education and a supportive
network should be created around them
to promote their advancement,” the
message added.
This year, IWD is being celebrated
under the theme, “Gender equality

today for a sustainable tomorrow”,
which seeks to remind us that the
achievement of the sustainable development goals is intrinsically intertwined with gender equality, and that
when women and girls are left behind,
progress is stymied.
This year’s focus on advancing
gender equality in the context of the
climate crisis and disaster risk reduction is timely as women and girls are
increasingly being recognised as more
vulnerable to the impacts of climate
change.
In Guyana, where most of our
population lives below sea-level and
heavy rainfall often results in devastating floods, it is imperative that we
build our capacities to withstand disasters.
“More women and girls must be
part of climate initiatives and included
as equal players in decision-making related to climate change,” the Mahila
Mandalee said.
“We celebrate International
Women’s Day 2022 with a spirit of optimism, proud that more and more of
our women and girls are discovering
their potentials and making valuable
contributions to family, community and
country. Let us commit to working together for a world where our women
and girls are empowered, safe, respected and heard.”
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DISAPORA TALKS: As part of his mission to represent Equality’s
Canadian readership in Guyana, publisher Bhaskar Sharma (2nd from left)
held talks with many senior government ministers there, among them (left to
right) Hugh Todd (Minister of Foreign Affairs), Robert Persaud (Foreign Secretary) and Zulfikar Mustapha, Minister of Agriculture (above). On the agenda
was the role the Diaspora could play in the development of Guyana, and in
particular, the subject of regular airlift from Toronto to Georgetown as well as
reliable cargo lift for fruits and vegetables from Guyana to Canada. The boost
to tourism and agriculture in Guyana from such a plan is immense. The Ministers assured Sharma that talks were under way to make this happen.
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Guyana economy set to explode as
global oil prices skyrocket
DEMOCRACY is essential for
Guyana to move from a developing nation to a developed nation because the
country will have the resources to do so
and it has the capacity to be another Norway, according to Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) President Mauricio
Claver-Carone.
Norway is considered to be the
most sustainable country in the world
with output of fossil fuel that is the
cleanest, while being environmentally
friendly. The country has also led the
charge towards renewable energy.
In a roundtable with Caribbean
journalists on Monday during a virtual
meeting over Microsoft Teams, the IDB
President said Guyana will have the per
capita resources if managed well, to be a
shining example for the Caribbean Region
“We have a unique opportunity to
help a country to take that developmental
path like Norway did, we want Guyana
to be Norway, we don’t want it to be
some of the Middle Eastern and African
models that have seen development
stalled with the new resources and
democracy trampled in that regard,” he
said.
He continued: “Our goal is for
Guyana to be the Norway model and if
we can help do that successfully, then it
will be the first time we see that in Latin
America and the Caribbean, we can help
a country through its entire development
phase and green transition.”
Norway, he said, is now a champion
with regard to green energy and sustainable development goals.
“It’s incumbent upon us to get it
right and that is why we are proud to be
the largest development partners of both
Guyana and Suriname and we will continue to work this way because we have
the opportunity to do something very
special and very unique,” the IDB President noted.
He said Guyana and Suriname will
also benefit from a cleaner energy transition and achieve their sustainable development goals.
“These countries should not be punished because they discovered new energy sources in the 21st century, we will
help them at the same time they undergo
that transition in that regard,” said
Claver-Carone, noting that a mixed-energy matrix will be favoured.
He emphasised: “We have a oncein-a-lifetime opportunity that we have
not seen since Norway discovered its resources in the 20th century to help a
democratic country, in this case of
Guyana, to truly ensure that those resources go to the development of the
country and within that democratic structure for the benefit of its people in a sus-

IDB President Mauricio Claver-Carone

tainable and inclusive fashion.”
The IDB President said Guyana and
Suriname are in a different time, while
Latin America and the Caribbean are at
another phase of development and energy needs.
The IDB, he said, is fully committed to helping Guyana with its overall logistics, transportation and infrastructural
needs with a focus on sustainability and
inclusion.
“I am very optimistic in this regard
and I think we have an opportunity to
walk and chew gum at the same time, we
are going to be able to work with
Guyana, Guyanese companies [and] investors to ensure projects are done in an
inclusive and sustainable fashion in its
energy transition to benefit the citizens
of Guyana and their developmental
needs,” he noted.
Under his management, he said, the
IDB has made historic and unprecedented commitments to the Caribbean
and 2022 will be the year of the
Caribbean.
This year, he said, there will be a
record level of approvals for the Region.
In 2021, he said that the IDB group
approved US$435M for Caribbean countries in a wide range of areas.

“We expect in 2022 to triple that to
a record US$1.3 billion and that will be
in addition to the IDB group’s current account and main portfolio which is about
$2.5 billion in 68 projects.”
Noting that the Caribbean is heterogeneous, he said Guyana, Trinidad and
Suriname will benefit from the highest
oil and gas prices in over a decade.
“In the geopolitical scale in regard
to oil and gas, all eyes in the world
should be on Guyana, which is positioning itself to be the largest capital producer of oil and gas in the world in that
regard, and that is a tremendous opportunity and it comes with a tremendous
amount of responsibility,” the IDB President underscored.
He said while countries such as
Guyana and Suriname will benefit from
oil prices, other Caribbean countries
such as Barbados, The Bahamas and Jamaica will experience inflation.
However, the IDB President said
GDP ratios have risen in the Region and
the IDB will partner with all countries to
have robust economic growth to improve
the GDP ratios.
“Globally, tourism is recovering by
the third quarter of 2021, tourism to the
Caribbean had reached 80 per cent com-

pared to its 2021 levels, but now we have
to build upon that so tourism gets better,”
he noted.
Claver-Carone also pointed out that
regional, non-regional, borrowing and
non-barrowing members have noted the
developmental impact of tourism and the
IDB under his leadership will invest in
such development in the Caribbean.
“Here at the IDB under my administration we are doubling down and expanding an entire business line on
tourism and tourism development, because that is key to a lot of countries, not
just for the Caribbean, also in Central
America and otherwise,” he said.
Although the Caribbean is made up
of small island nations, he said there are
huge opportunities based on the analysis
done, especially in closing the digital access gap between Caribbean economies
and countries of the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).
Closing the digital gap, he said,
would increase the GDP of Caribbean
countries between six and 12 per cent in
the medium term.
“That is like a double-digit growth
opportunity for the Caribbean, it would
create in the Caribbean over 200,000 direct jobs and many more indirect jobs.
We see across the board the benefits of
investing in digitalisation and connectivity for the Caribbean, since the return on
investment can be from two to 50 times
the cost of investing, that’s huge return
and huge opportunity,” Claver-Carone
said.
Further, he noted that a 10-point improvement in digital infrastructure is associated with three per cent faster
economic growth in the Caribbean.
“I am not talking about faster
streaming or gaming, I am talking about
being able to participate in the 21st century economy; it is about getting ahead
of the labour market trends and being
able to offer services like telemedicine,
tele-education and other fields of financial technology,” he noted.
He said the IDB is seeing Latin
America and the Caribbean as leaders in
financial technologies, health technologies and educational technologies.
Noting that the pandemic had an
enormous impact on all countries, their
supply chains and agriculture, the IDB
President also noted that there are many
firms willing to invest in the Caribbean
to enhance agriculture and tourism.
Further, he said there are major opportunities in eco-tourism, especially in
Guyana, Suriname and Jamaica; additionally, service sector outsourcing is a
major hub for development in the
Caribbean.
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Fardeen Khan: opened up about loss during wife’s pregnancy

Fardeen Khan: my wife and I
lost twins at six months
Actor Fardeen Khan was last seen on the big
screen in the 2010 film Dulha Mil Gaya. The actor
is all set to make his comeback on the silver screen
with the upcoming film Visfot directed by Kookie
Gulati and co-starring Riteish Deshmukh. The team
recently wrapped the shoot of the film. Before announcing his comeback, Fardeen had grabbed attention over his stunning physical transformation.
In a recent interview, Fardeen spoke in detail
about his absence from the movies and why he
shifted to London with his wife Natasha. The actor
also revealed why he did not return to the screens
in 2013 after the birth of his daughter. "After my
father passed, I needed some time off. I went
through a tough time. I had a little bit of a health
scare myself in 2009, just a few months after my
father passed. Then we were very keen to have a

family, Natasha and me. We had challenges in having children, so we had to go the IVF route. We had
a bad experience with doctors here in Mumbai.
Natasha really suffered because IVF is not easy. It's
very hard on your body and on your health," he
shared.
“With Natasha, in one of her initial pregnancies, we had twins. She lost them at six months.
That was very hard for us. It was a tough time. She
did a live birth and we lost the babies. Then eventually we had my daughter. She gave us a lot of joy.
When you go through an experience like that, when
you see your child, you cherish life a lot more and
you see it very deeply. You appreciate it so much
more. When my daughter was born she melted me.
So it was just being daddy," he said.
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Former Opposition leader
Harmon resigns as Guyana MP
Former Leader of the Guyana Opposition, Joseph Harmon who vacated
that position only a few weeks ago has
since tendered his resignation to the National Assembly, signalling his intent to
no longer serve as a Member of Parliament (MP).
The Clerk of the National Assembly, Mr. Sherlock Isaacs in confirming
this development, revealed that the letter
was received by him on Saturday from
Harmon, indicating that the resignation
takes effect on March 15, 2022.
Isaacs added that Harmon did not
state his reason for resignation.
It was only on January 26, 2022
during the Budget Debates that the
Speaker of the National Assembly, Manzoor Nadir, announced that Harmon had
resigned as Leader of the Opposition.
His resignation as Opposition
Leader came two weeks after the newly
elected Leader of the People’s National
Congress Reform (PNC/R), Mr. Aubrey
Norton told a news conference that the
party has made a decision that it wants
to be led by him.
Norton was declared the new leader
of the PNC/R after securing more than
70 percent of the total votes cast for the
position during the party’s 21st Biennial
Delegates Congress, held in December
last.
Also vying for the post were Dr.
Richard Van-West Charles and Joseph

Former Guyana Opposition leader Joseph Harmon

Harmon.
Following Harmon’s defeat in the
party’s internal elections process and the
decision of its members to be led by
Norton in Parliament, former Education
Minister, Dr. Nicolette Henry resigned
from the National Assembly to make
room for the new Opposition Leader.
Henry’s resignation was announced
on February 2, 2022.
The former Education Minister,
under the APNU+AFC Coalition Gov-

ernment, made the announcement as she
wrapped up her 2022 budget debate
presentation.
“I am forever grateful to the people
of this country who afforded me the opportunity to serve them with professionalism, dignity and accountability. I than
the coalition partners, Khemraj (Ramjattan), for their unwavering support and
guidance. I thank each and every member in this honourable house for the commitment and dedication you bring each

and every day, sometimes under the
most difficult circumstances… I part
company and I conclude my contribution to budget 2022,” Henry concluded.
Harmon did not attend Parliament
to make his contributions to the 2022
Budget, but instead presented virtually.
Most of the Opposition MPs had
however, staged a walkout during his
contributions. Since Norton’s public announcement of the party members wanting to be led by him, Harmon and the
new Leader had been at loggerheads.
In fact after the announcement, the
office of the Leader of the Opposition
which was then under the stewardship of
Harmon, issued a statement urging that
the procedures be followed.
It said: “The main Parliamentary
Opposition is the APNU+AFC coalition
and consists of 31 Members of Parliament. The APNU Partnership has an established structure and if the executive
of a party in the partnership has a position and they wish to express that position, they should follow the established
procedures. The Office of the Leader of
the Opposition is a constitutional office
and is consequently governed by the
constitution”.
The Opposition did not issue a
statement on Harmon’s resignation. It is
also unclear when Norton would be appointed Opposition Leader and Member
of Parliament

Carciom expresses support for Guyana
During the thirty-third Inter-Sessional Meeting of the Conference of
Heads of Government of the
Caribbean Community (CARICOM)
held this week, leaders received an update on the most recent developments
in the border controversy between
Guyana and the Bolivarian Republic
of Venezuela.
It was related to the regional
leaders that Guyana will be submitting
its Memorial on March 8, 2022 in accordance with the schedule set by the
International Court of Justice (ICJ) to
hear the case on the merits of
Guyana’s application concerning the
validity of the Arbitral Award of 1899
and the related question of the definitive settlement of the land boundary
between the two countries.
Heads of Government reiterated
their full support for the ongoing judicial process that is intended to bring a
peaceful and definitive end to the
long-standing controversy between the
two countries and urged Venezuela to
participate in the process.
Heads of Government also reaffirmed their firm and unwavering support for the maintenance and
preservation of the sovereignty and

Caricom leaders pose for an official photo in Belize

territorial integrity of Guyana.
The Thirty-Third Inter-Sessional
Meeting of the Conference of Heads
of Government of the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) was held March
1 and 2 2022 in Belize. Chair of the
Conference, the Prime Minister of Belize, John Briceño presided over the
proceedings.
Other Members of the Conference in attendance were: Prime Minis-

ter of Antigua and Barbuda, the Honourable Gaston Browne (virtually);
Prime Minister of The Bahamas, the
Honourable Philip Davis; Prime Minister of Barbados, the Honourable Mia
Amor Mottley, Q.C; MP; Prime Minister of Dominica, the Honourable
Roosevelt Skerrit; Prime Minister of
Grenada, Dr. the Rt. Honourable Keith
Mitchell; President of Guyana, His
Excellency Dr. Mohamed Irfaan Ali;

Prime Minister of Haiti, the Honourable Ariel Henry; Prime Minister
of Jamaica, the Most Honourable Andrew Holness (virtually); Premier of
Montserrat, the Honourable Easton
Taylor-Farrell; Prime Minister of St.
Kitts and Nevis, Dr. the Honourable
Timothy Harris (virtually); Prime
Minister of Saint Lucia, the Honourable Phillip Pierre (virtually); and
President of Suriname, His Excellency
Chandrikapersad Santokhi.
St. Vincent and the Grenadines
was represented by Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Transport,
Works, Lands and Physical Planning,
the Honourable Montgomery Daniel;
Trinidad and Tobago was represented
by the Minister of Foreign and CARICOM Affairs, Senator the Honourable
Dr. Amery Browne.
Associate Members in attendance
were: Bermuda represented by the
Hon. Walter H. Roban Deputy Premier
and Minister of Home Affairs; British
Virgin Islands represented by Deputy
Premier, the Honourable Dr. Natalio
Wheatley; and the Turks and Caicos
Islands represented by Premier the
Honourable Charles Misick.
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Russians say they’re not backing
Venezuela in Guyana border spat
On Friday, protestors who flocked
the Russian Embassy, calling for cease
fire in Ukraine were summoned to a
meeting, where Russian officials assured
that their country will not support their
ally, Venezuela in the border controversy
with Guyana.
The meeting was attended by protestors Yog Mahadeo, Attorney-at-Law,
Christopher Ram and Kaieteur News
Publisher, Glenn Lall. The two Russian
representatives from the Embassy included a First Secretary.
Following the half hour discussions
between the two parties, Christopher
Ram explained that one of the questions
that were put to the officials is whether
Russia would support Venezuela if the
country decided to move against
Guyana. Ram said that the gentlemen assured that Russia would not.
“I said I hope if it got further than
this they would hold that position but
they did say no, they would not support
any Venezuelan action against Guyana,”
the Attorney reported.
Friday’s protest against Russia’s invasion of Ukraine was organised to not
only lend support to the innocent civilians being attacked, but to also send a
strong signal that there are Guyanese

who will not remain silent on such matters.
In fact, Lall told reporters, “If we
don’t show solidarity as a people, as
Guyanese you know what can happen
here? We are sitting (and) we are living
next door to a bully in Venezuela. They
can walk in here tomorrow morning and
say Guyana belongs to them, then what
happens? Can we fight against
Venezuela? No, because of this I am here
supporting the Ukrainian people because
at the end of the day, anything can go
wrong here and we would need (the)
support of the World.”
Similarly, Mahadeo reasoned,
“What happens if Russia and Venezuela
gets together and realise Guyana is the
only other major source of oil wealth?
Where are we then? And if you think
what is happening in Ukraine and everybody is saying well why the US (United
States of America) and why Europe is
not going there and fighting they are not
because everybody wants to avoid the
World War Three and the same sentiment will apply here if there is a problem…”
It has been just over two weeks Russian envoy Alexander S. Kurmaz
now since Russian troops invaded conducts its “special military operation”
Ukraine, killing innocent people as it ordered by President Vladimir Putin.

News reports from the BBC said
that Russia is seeking to seize the big
cities and overthrow Ukraine’s democratically elected government.
The war between the two countries
has caused some 1.5 million people to
flee the country as food, water, medicine
and other supplies run desperately short
in some parts of the country.
The UN refugee agency said this is
“the fastest growing refugee crisis in Europe since World War II.”
Ukrainian President Voldymyr Zelenskyy has however rallied his people
to remain defiant, especially in those
cities that Russian soldiers have entered,
a reporting agency said.
In South America, Guyana and
Venezuela remain in the international
court as the dispute continues over the
ownership of the Cinderalla County, Essequibo.
The recent rivalry between the European countries has sparked local concerns since Venezuela and Russia has
been close partners for years.
In fact, a Reuters report published
only two weeks ago said Russia’s
Deputy Prime Minister Yuri Borisov visited Venezuela as the countries look to
deepen bilateral ties.

CRIME & COURTS

Woman accused of embezzling $3 million
A former supervisor for a Financial Management and Tax Consultancy
business was on Friday placed on
$200,000 bail for allegedly embezzling
over $3 million from the company she
worked for.
The defendant, Solana Wills, 31,
appeared in the Georgetown Magistrates’ Courts before Senior Magistrate
Leron Daly. Wills was slapped with six
charges which allege embezzlement by
clerk or servant.
Those charges allege that Wills between August 1, 2021, and December
20, 2021, at Durban Street, Georgetown, while being a Clerk or Servant of
Leibrands Financial Management and
Tax Consultancy, fraudulently embezzled the sum of $3,134,290, in cash, received or taken into possession by her
for or on account of her employer.
The woman denied the charges
that were read to her and Senior Magistrate Daly granted bail and the matter
was adjourned until April 8, 2022.
According to information, Wills

was employed with Leibrands Financial Management and Tax Consultancy
in the capacity of a supervisor. She was
responsible for receiving funds from
clients on behalf of the company and to
ensure that the clients are satisfied with
the service that entailed paying their
employees’ dues to the National Insurance Scheme (NIS), among other
things.
It was stated that between August
1, 2021, and December 20, 2021, Wills
reportedly received the sum of
$2,202,488 from Elite Protection Service; $241,256 from Faizal Imports;
$20,160 from Kings Armed Guards
Inc., and $382,000 from Amanda’s
Bridal, in order to pay their employees
NIS.
However, having received the
money in the company’s name, Wills
allegedly stole the said sums.
Moreover, between December 1,
2021, and December 20, 2021, the defendant received the sum of $400,000
from Jacobs Jewelry to make PAYE

Solana Wills

and VAT payments to Guyana Revenue
Authority (GRA), and NIS payments,
but she allegedly embezzled $188,386
from the said amount.
It is further alleged that Wills also

stole the sum of $100,000 from the
company’s petty cash float between
December 13, 2021, and December 17,
2021.
The Leibrands Financial Management and Tax Consultancy, manages
accounts for other companies, collects
monies or cheques and fulfill payments
to NIS and GRA on behalf of those
companies. Thereafter, Wills, is tasked
with issuing a temporary receipt and
pay the required NIS or GRA payments
for the clients before then issuing another receipt when that is completed.
However, it was noticed that during the
period of September to December 2021
no temporary receipts were issued to
acknowledge receipt of the monies that
was handed to the company to make
payments on behalf of their clients.
In December 2021, the company
received several calls from various
clients stating that NIS and GRA payments were not made. The matter was
reported, an investigation was conducted, and Wills was later arrested.
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Kamla calls for diving accident site to
be locked down as a ‘crime scene’
Trinidad’s Paria Fuel Trading Company Limited must say if it has restarted
work at Berth Five and the pipeline
where the recent tragedy with the four
divers occurred - and police and the Director of Public Prosecutions must lock
down that "crime scene."
Opposition leader Kamla PersadBissessar made that call at Monday’s
UNC Forum.
Speakers kept up the pressure on
the Government and Paria on the deaths
of LMCS divers Kazim Ali Jr, Fyzal
Kurban, Yusuff Henry and Rishi Nagassar. They were among a crew of five
working on a Paria pipeline at Pointe-aPierre on February 25 when an incident
occurred and they were sucked into the
pipeline. All four men died. The matter
is currently under probe.
Persad-Bissessar said the incident
will be a turning point for T&T and people shouldn’t forget Government’s "uncaring" manner" in it.
She said she didn’t think Prime
Minister Dr Keith Rowley would give
any answers at today’s "Conversations
with the Prime Minister” event. She demanded that he say why he met the Iranian leader during his recent Qatar trip
and about alleged assistance with
Venezuelan crude oil.
Persad-Bissessar claimed Hull Support Services was engaged to continue
work on the pipeline and she had information that Paria held a safety meeting
last Sunday to “commence operations on
the pipeline.” She asked if Paria had a
proper safety analysis for this.
She demanded that the Police Commissioner and DPP lock down Paria’s
Berth 5 to prevent evidence “being con-

Trinidad and Tobago Opposition leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar

taminated.”
She said police are called in when
an incident occurs and every crime
scene is locked down. She alleged there
was an issue of “involuntary or deliberate homicide.” She also said the Coast
Guard could face civil suit from the
divers' families for stopping rescue efforts for them on February 25.
She queried the intelligence of

Paria chairman Newman George, alleging he couldn’t “string a sentence together” and next time Rowley wanted to
call someone "... dotish he should check
his friend."
Persad-Bissesar intensified the attack on the Energy Chamber, maintaining her call for the removal of the
Chamber’s nominee on the five-member
probing team – Eugene Tiah. She said

the Chamber was long rumoured to be a
People's National Movement party
group and if Tiah's nomination was a
way of helping including to sanitise the
probe report. She slammed the Chamber
for not issuing a statement when the
divers died, but doing so in the Tiah
issue.
Persad-Bissessar, who asked if all
Chamber members supported its position, claimed Chamber members depended on Government for licences and
livelihoods. Naming energy companies,
she queried if they'd "entered the political gayelle “since they have representatives on the Chamber."
“When you enter the political platform, we'll deal with you," she declared,
claiming energy sector contractors had
complained to her about the Chamber
but said they were afraid of the Chamber.
UNC's Rudy Indarsingh called on
accident survivor Christopher Boodram
to say if there was a 2021 accident on the
same jetty where the pipeline was and if
Boodram was in it.
MP Dinesh Rambally claimed
Paria was silent initially, wasn't careful
with details it subsequently released and
there were "inconsistencies" with those
releases and Paria's statement issued on
Monday.
"This (latest) statement is a tragedy
on its own," he added, and also called on
the House Speaker to say why a recent
UNC motion on the accident didn't qualify for debate. Noting the Speaker's husband is Paria chairman George, he asked
if she recused herself on the motion. He
said it was wrong if Parliament was used
to "block for a Newman."

Howard professor given T&T’s highest award
Dr. Wayne Frederick was on Monday presented with Trinidad and Tobago’s highest honour, The Order of the
Republic of Trinidad and Tobago
(ORTT), during the National Awards
2020 at President’s House, Port of
Spain.
The National Awards made a return
after a two-year delay due to the impact
of the Covid-19 virus.
Dr. Frederick is currently serving as
the distinguished Charles R. Drew Endowed Chair of Surgery at the Howard
University College of Medicine. He is
the author of numerous peer-reviewed
articles, book chapters, abstracts, and
editorials, and is a widely recognized expert on disparities in healthcare and
medical education. In April 2020, he become the first-ever recipient of the Educator Award from the Lowell F.
Hawthorne Foundation Incorporated.
Receiving his award in the field of

Dr Wayne Frederick

medicine/education, Frederick was the
only recipient of the ORTT.
There were eight recipients of the
Chaconia Medal (Gold).
First among them was retired
Caribbean Court of Justice (CCJ) Judge
Rolston Nelson, who received his Cha-

conia Gold for his contributions to law
and business.
In May 2019, Justice Nelson was
appointed Visitor of the University of
the West Indies, a position held previously by the Queen of England.
He has been an Associate Tutor of
the Hugh Wooding Law School since
1978 and the editor of The Lawyer, the
journal of the Law Association of
Trinidad and Tobago, since 1987.
Professor Stephan Gift, Pro Vice
Chancellor of Graduate Studies and Research, University of the West Indies, St.
Augustine Campus, was recognised for
his contribution to Engineering and Engineering Science.
Prof. Gift is the youngest Ph.D.
graduate in the history of the Faculty of
Engineering and he has published over
85 papers in peer-reviewed journals,
while having received numerous awards
for his contribution in the field of elec-

trical and electronic engineering.
He is a Member of the Caribbean
Academy of Science, a Senior Member
of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, and a Fellow of the Association of Professional Engineers of
Trinidad and Tobago.
Orville London, former High Commission of Trinidad and Tobago to the
United Kingdom, received his Chaconia
Gold for his contribution to education
and public service.
Also among the Chaconia Medal
(Gold) recipients were Dr. Emanuel Hosein (Empowerment of Disabled Persons); Errol Ince (Music and Culture);
Debbie Jacob (Humanitarian Work); Dr.
Lakshmi Seeterram-Persaud (Education
and Culture); and Pundit Hari Prasad
(Religion, Culture, Social Service).
Prasad's award, which was given
posthumously, was accepted by his son
Pundit Maniedeo Persad.
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Jamaican teachers and students
welcome return to school
School leaders and students in Jamaica on Monday expressed joy at
being back in school for full face-to-face
classes, but there are already concerns
about the six-feet physical distancing required under COVID-19 protocols, as
well as dissatisfaction with old and inadequate furniture.
“We have to move from the six feet
and move closer to accommodate everybody because the classrooms are not big
enough,” said Half-Way-Tree Primary
School Principal Carol O'ConnorClarke.
Noting that there is a 95 per cent
turnout, she said, “Bwoy, I am so excited, it's like September morning for
me.”
Like the principal, head girl, 11year-old Asha-Rae Morgan, is excited to
again interact physically with her peers.
“It feels great to be back because
we got used to everything virtual, so we
now have to adjust back to normalcy because we missed out on a lot of things
and certain grades missed out on certain
activities. To just come back and feel
free, feel together, and feel like a family
again feels good,” she said.
Her peer, Deputy Head Boy Jaleel
Gordon, added: “It feels great because
all the students get to learn more. I'm
looking forward to everyone striving to
do their best.”
Maxfield Park Primary School
Principal
Tracey-Ann
Holloway
Richards was unable to contain her happiness, especially since her grades one
and two students were attending classes
in small groups.
“This morning I am extremely
happy because I am seeing most of my
grades one and two children. We started
full force for grades four, five, and six,
who have been here from as early as the
second week of February. However, because the grades one and two students
are the babies of the school, I still had
them divided in group A and group B,”
she explained.
The school, she added, will see the
regular cohort of 503 students, which
had dropped to approximately 380 students during phased reopening.
Allman Town Primary School Principal La-Toya Nesbitt, who reported that
there were 500 students present on Monday, said, “So far, so good. Some persons have grouped their students and
some maintained their single-file spacing. I must say that when I asked the students if they were happy to be back, one
student said he was uncomfortable being
around people. I guess because they
were used to being in their groups, but
they will adjust.”

Students are all smiles as they returned to the classroom in Jamaica on Monday

At Alpha Primary School, Principal
Yvette Samuels Brown told the Observer additional preparations are still
being made for full face-to-face classes.
“I think it's a very good thing as at
present our students are at a disadvantage. The quality of the furniture is not
the same, but the education ministry is
doing its best with communication to fit
us with resources as it relates to desks,”
said Samuels Brown.
At Excelsior Primary School, Principal Oliver Holness explained that students will resume face-to-face classes
today.
As it relates to space concerns,
Holness said, “Because of the relaxation
of the of physical distancing then space
would not necessarily be an issue, but
the quality of the desks is an issue for
us. We have been in touch with the ministry, so it is the hope that during the
course of this week we will get some
furniture. The desks are not ideal right
now.”
Cumberland High School Principal
Diana Goslin Green said they are trying
as best as possible to resume school

while maintaining the COVID-19 protocols.
“We are guided by the Ministry of
Education's bulletin and also follow the
guidelines coming from the Ministry of
Health. But, even though some of the
protocols are relaxed to a certain extent,
COVID-19 is still not over. Because of
this, we are still ensuring that some of
the protocols, such as mask-wearing, are
enforced,” she said.
Some of her students also shared
their excitement about the resumption.
Fourteen-year-old Lawrence Lewis
said he is learning a lot more now because online school was really hard for
him.
His friend, Dhante Cummings, 15,
shared the same opinion.
“The online class wasn't teaching
us everything and the Wi-Fi was slow,
plus sometimes it was gone. So being
back has been effective because I am
learning a lot,” Cummings said.
Noting that COVID-19 has robbed
Jamaica of two years of education,
Cumberland High teacher Donovan Edwards said, “Upon returning, some of us

have done a few tests and we're already
seeing an improvement. For online, it
was hard to tell if the work given was
actually done by students. The teachers
also love the interaction because participation helps the students to understand
more,” he said.
Meanwhile, Waterford High Principal Constance Curriah said the school
has been working with a shift system,
which has prepared them to resume
face-to-face classes full-time.
“I have been bringing in my groups
in such a way that it's not really their
first day because we've been rotating
them. So today almost feels like preCOVID because the students are settled,” Curriah said, noting that she has
purchased more furniture to accommodate the number of students who will be
on campus.
Last month, Prime Minister Andrew Holness announced that students
would return to full face-to-face classes
following the mid-term break as Jamaica's education system has been “terribly affected” by the pandemic.
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Contractor blames state company
for stopping rescue of divers
PRIVATE autopsies were done on
the bodies of the four divers who were
sucked into a 30-inch diameter pipeline
at Paria Trading Company Ltd, Pointea-Pierre, almost two weeks ago. The autopsies were paid for by their employer,
LMCS Ltd.
Eleven days after the tragedy,
which evoked much public sentiment,
the company broke its silence by way of
a statement on Monday, alleging it was
prevented from rescuing the divers soon
after contact was lost with them.
Before 3 pm on February 25, five
divers, all employees of LMCS of
Tarouba Road, Marabella, were working
on the No 36 sea line riser on Berth 6,
when tragedy struck.
Four of the men – Kazim Jeremiah
Ali, Yusuf Henry, Fyzal Kurban and
Rishi Nagassar – were killed. Christopher Boodram was the only survivor to
be rescued hours after the incident, described as “horrific” by LMCS.
What happened on that day is now
the subject of an independent inquiry led
by attorney Shiv Sharma.
LMCS is the firm contracted to do
maintenance work on the pipeline and
last Friday, Energy Minister Stuart
Young told Parliament the company had
been taken off all work on the pipeline
for the time being.
The Tarouba-based contractor,
owned by Ali’s father, Kazim Ali Sr, has
retained attorney Gerald Ramdeen who
issued Monday’s statement to the media.
“Those who were responsible for
this tragedy that led to the death of our
employees and the serious injuries to Mr
Boodram must be held accountable for
their actions or lack thereof. The public
interest requires no less. The families
who lost their loved ones deserve no
less. LMCS will be satisfied with no
less,” the statement said.
The company reportedly hired and
paid for the services of specialist pathologist Prof Hubert Daisley to do private
autopsies on the bodies of Ali, Kurban,
Henry and Nagassar.
Two were done on Saturday, one on
Monday and Nagassar’s is expected to
be done on Tuesday.
The first three bodies were recovered around 6 pm on February 28, and
Nagassar’s body was found at 12.35 am
on March 3.
Autopsies done on the bodies of
Henry and Kurban, at the Forensic Science Centre, revealed that death was due
to drowning.
Daisley’s findings, so far, have not
been made public.
LMCS said since the incident, the
company has been gathering “all of the
relevant evidence” to retain international

The divers pictured shortly before their fatal dive. Only one survived

experts “to determine the cause of this
national disaster and ascertain who was
responsible for the deaths of our employees or the decisions that led to their
deaths.”
So far, the families of three of the
divers have retained a group of attorneys, led by Prakash Ramadhar, to represent their interests.
At a press conference on Friday,
Ramadhar said the LMCS monitoring
team had evidence of what happened,
adding that his team had already gathered evidence to identify the person who
decided not to allow other certified
divers to go back into the water.
LMCS, meanwhile, said from the
time it was made aware of the loss of
contact with its divers, its “singular aim”
was their rescue.
“We not only had the manpower
and personnel to carry out their rescue,
but we provided Paria with the methodology to execute the rescue.
“At all material times we were prevented from executing this rescue by
Paria and the Trinidad and Tobago Coast
Guard,” the LMCS statement claimed.
The company continued, “We were
not given the chance to save the lives of
our employees. The effect of those decisions prevented us from attempting to
rescue our employees and those who
made those decisions must be held ac-

countable for them and must justify
those decisions, not only to the families
but to the public and to the authorities
that are responsible for the enforcement
of the law,” the statement charged.
LMCS said since the incident, it has
been concentrating its efforts on comforting the families who lost their loved
ones and providing support to them
“during this period of unimaginable
grief.”
“The impact of this incident on our
LMCS staff has been devastating.”
It has provided professional counselling services to the families of the four
divers as well as Boodram to “address
their state of mind and the anguish that
has been visited upon them as a result of
this incident.”
Other employees also affected by
the incident will also benefit from these
counselling services, LMCS said. It has
also undertaken to cover the burial costs
for Henry, Kurban and Nagassar. Kazim
Jr’s funeral was held on Saturday and
Kurban’s was held on Monday.
In Monday’s statement, the company expressed gratitude and appreciation to its employees, who it said have
been “a tower of strength during this
tragedy,” and “every single member of
the public who offered their support and
prayers during this period of time.”
“In the interest and honour of those
who lost their lives, we must demand

steps are taken to ensure a disaster of this
nature never repeats itself; where there
are shortcomings, they must be remedied. We must demand that those responsible for the deaths of Yusuf, Fyzal, Rishi
and Kazim Jr are held to account for
their inactions and actions.”
Since the incident, it has been reported that a vortex was created and a
rush of water began sucking the divers
further into the pipeline.
At 5.30 pm, a certified diver entered the pipeline to attempt a rescue ,although a senior official tried to stop him.
It was at this time that Boodram was rescued and on Friday night, underwater robotic equipment was used to probe the
pipeline looking for the trapped divers.
At 11 am on Saturday, there were
reports that obstacles were encountered
100 feet into the pipeline and rescue attempts were called off.
The Opposition has since condemned the Shiv Sharma-led committee
tasked with investigating the tragedy,
questioning the independence of one of
its members.
So far, three members have been
named: chairman Sharma, former energy
executive Eugene Tiah and oil and gas
subsea specialist Gregory Wilson. Tiah
is the nominee of the Energy Chamber
and Shell and bpTT are expected to each
nominate a member.
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Coach Simmons puts faith in
West Indies top order
WEST Indies head coach Phil Simmons is trusting his openers and toporder batters to deliver in the upcoming
Apex three-match Test series against
England..
The second Test match will be
played at Kensington Oval in Barbados
from March 16-20 and the final Test
match will be contested at the National
Cricket Stadium in Grenada from
March 24-28.
England have made eight changes
to their Test squad that lost 4-0 in the
five-match Ashes series against Australia, which ended in January.
Among those missing from the
England squad are veteran fast bowlers
James Anderson and Stuart Broad.
West Indies will be missing experienced pacer Shannon Gabriel for the
first Test as he is suffering from a hamstring injury.
Windies opener John Campbell has
been rewarded with a recall after scoring heavily in the opening two rounds
of the 2022 West Indies Four-Day
Championship.
The middle and lower order batters
have shown more consistency for West
Indies with the likes of Jermaine Blackwood, Jason Holder and Joshua Da
Silva making contributions.
Simmons believes the batters can
make a mark in the series.
“That’s been the aspect of the little
five-day camp…about addressing the
fact that batsmen need to bat long, we
need to make sure that we give the

West Indies coach PhilSimmons

bowlers something to work with. I think
that the camp went well, so I expect
good things from them.”
The series will feature two of the
best all-rounders in the world in West
Indian Jason Holder and Englishman
Ben Stokes.
Simmons believes the all-rounder
who contributes more in the series could
prove to be the difference in the series
result.
“I think one of the things that will
play a part is how well the two allrounders cancel out each other as in
Stokes and Jason and the other part is
how well the two captains bat.”

England captain Joe Root will lead
his team’s batting.
Campbell and captain Kraigg
Brathwaite will aim for fruitful opening
partnerships as it is still a concern for
West Indies.
Simmons believes the openers,
who know each other since Under-15
level, has what it takes to produce in the
series.
“ The last time England we here
and we beat England the opening pair
was Kraigg and John Campbell…they
gave the team some good starts so that’s
what we have been talking about getting
good starts and making sure that the top

four put things together and not leave it
for the middle and lower order.”
Simmons does not think West Indies will be favourites because of the
absence of Broad and Anderson because
the other England fast bowlers will be
eager to impress with the likes of Chris
Woakes and Mark Wood in the line-up.
Fast bowler Ollie Robinson has
been ruled out of the opening Test because of a back spasm.
Simmons expects an even contest
between bat and ball in the opening
Test.
“The wicket has some moisture
today (Monday), but we practised this
morning so I don’t know what it is
going to look like by the time we get
there tomorrow (Tuesday) morning. It
looks like it is going to be a good
wicket. We have to work hard for our
runs, but we also have to work hard for
our wickets.”
SQUADS
West Indies
Kraigg Brathwaite (captain), Jermaine Blackwood (vice-captain),
Nkrumah Bonner, Shamarh Brooks,
John Campbell, Joshua Da Silva, Jason
Holder, Alzarri Joseph, Kyle Mayers,
Veerasammy Permaul, Anderson
Phillip, Kemar Roach, Jayden Seales
England
Joe Root (captain), Jonny
Bairstow, Zak Crawley, Ben Foakes ,
Dan Lawrence, Jack Leach, Alex Lees,
Saqib Mahmood, Craig Overton, Ben
Stokes, Chris Woakes, Mark Wood.

Anisa eyes new targets after 300 wicket goal
WEST Indies women’s off spinner Anisa Mohammed has her sights
on breaking more records after passing
the 300-wicket mark in international
women’s cricket.
Mohammed is the fourth woman
to snatch 300 wickets in international
women’s cricket.
Mohammed’s 2/60 in ten overs
against New Zealand on Friday in the
opening match of the 2022 International Cricket Council 50-over World
Cup took her past 300 wickets.
In ODI cricket Mohammed is
now third on the charts with 176 wickets and in T20 cricket is the leading
wicket-taker with 125 scalps.
On reaching 300 wickets, Mohammed said, “It was a big moment
for me. I was actually hoping to get it
in South Africa (earlier this year) and
come in a bit relaxed in this game, but
I guess what better moment to get it
than at the big stage at a World Cup.”
New Zealand were 123/2 in the
28th over chasing 260 for victory, but
Mohammed spearheaded a West Indies

fight back with two quick wickets.
“It was a big game for us and we
needed a break through, so I was really happy that 300th wicket was one
that the team needed.”
Mohammed now has her eyes set
on passing former Australian bowler
Cathryn Fitzpatrick who has 180 ODI
wickets.
“I want to go pass Cathryn Fitzpatrick…I am hoping to get that in this
World Cup.”
Indian bowler Jhulan Goswami,
who is an active player, is the top
wicket-taker in ODI cricket with 247
scalps.
Mohammed, 33, is not thinking
about retiring yet.
“I still think that I have a lil gas
in the tank to go still, so I am still
looking forward to getting to those
milestones and hopefully creating or
breaking more records.”
West Indies dropped a few
catches in the opening match against
New Zealand and Mohammed knows
West Indies must improve in this de-

Anisa Mohammed

partment.
“We have a couple days before
our next match, so I think fielding is
one of the things we definitely need to
work on and I think the coaches are
aware of that and also the players we
are aware of that. We are willing to put
in the work because we know it is
going to be a tough tournament for us

and in order for us to win this tournament we have to click in all areas of
our game.”
The victory for West Indies over
New Zealand was considered an upset
by many with the latter playing at
home. Also, New Zealand are ranked
fifth and West Indies are the seventh
best team in the world.
Mohammed said the victory has
given West Indies belief.
“I think victory in the first game
kind of gave us some confidence
going into the rest of the tournament.
We have not had the best of ODI series
in the past few months or so, so having
won that game and against one of the
top teams I think that would have
given us the confidence to just believe
in ourselves.”
At the 2016 T20 World Cup Mohammed said West Indies were seen as
underdogs, but lifted the title.
“I know a lot of teams are counting us as underdogs and they did the
same thing in 2016 and we came out
on top.”
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